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MITTLEMAN

T

he meeting was called to order shortly after 7PM, LIW
President Mike Daum presiding. The meeting was held at the
Frank Brush Barn. There was a sense of expectation because
of the evening’s scheduled round robin theme.
UPDATES
Mike Daum updated the membership regarding future meeting location status. The Bush Barn floor has been repaired, but the planned
refurbishment of the kitchen area remains to be done. The ongoing
rub point is the LIW onsite storage requirement for the bench,
audio-visual equipment and woodworking gear such as the lathes and
scroll saw. Further negotiation with the Smithtown Historical Society
will be necessary. Mike pointed out that the storage requirement is
fundamental for the LIW to continue to use the barn facilities.
Other meeting sites are being evaluated by the LIW Board. Each has
shown potential, but discussions continue.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Mike Daum observed the passing of one of our members, John
Moloney and offered his condolences to John’s family. His son, Ed
Moloney, and nephew, Jim Moloney are members of our group.
If sufficient interest is shown by members, Joe Pascucci is ready to
place another order for LIW apparel. Joe will post ordering information on the LIW website.
There are two upcoming woodworking shows that may be of interest to our members.
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Next meeting
WEDNESDAY MARCH 6
7 PM AT
BRUSH BARN

P O W E R C A RV I N G

New Jersey Woodworking Show
Meadowlands Expo Center
355 Plaza Drive
Secaucus, NJ 07094
March 1 – 3, 2019
Northeast Woodworkers Association Annual Show
Saratoga Springs City Center
522 Broadway
Saratoga, NY 12866
March 30 – 31, 2019
NEW MEMBERS
Three new members were introduced: Mike Weippert from
Centereach. His interests are primarily scrolling and cabinetmaking.
Also announced was Hank Zebronski who resides in the Manorville
area. Hank is into general woodworking. Dave Sandler was of Saint
James introduced himself. Dave’s focus is on cabinetmaking.
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Welcome aboard, gentlemen.
NEXT EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING
Though not mentioned at the General Meeting, there will be a regularly scheduled Executive Board Meeting on
3/11/2019, between 6:30PM – 8:45PM at the Smithtown Library, 1 North Country Road, Smithtown, NY 11787.
This meeting is open to all members in good standing.
MEMBERSHIP REPORT
Membership Chair Joe Bottigliere reported that approximately a half of the current 165 members are up to date with
their 2019 dues, including 15 new members. Please, get up to date with your dues.
TREASURER’S REPORT
Treasurer Mike Luciano summarized 2018 by stating that there was a loss of about $522 for the year. Mike will post
additional details on the forum.
SHOW AND TELL
Jeanie and Ed Piotrowski, Joe Pascucci, Charlie Felsen and Bob Urso displayed and discussed their joint project, a
yew vase that was described as turned; burned; and painted. The combination of expertise and techniques resulted
in a beautiful piece.
Bob Hildebrand presented an interesting chair made of maple and walnut. Bob harvested some of the wood from
areas in the mid-south region.
Andrey Mudragel showed a coin bank he constructed that used an “Old West” design motif.
ROUND ROBIN
The remainder of the meeting was dedicated to the round robin event. Several members shared their expertise.
Mike Daum demonstrated a Wood Sharp tool to create razor edges on chisels and plane blades. Alain Tiercy showed
scroll saw techniques. Charlie Morehouse shared finishing and veneering secrets. Joe Bottigliere demonstrated
moulding planes. Steve Fulgoni offered lathe pointers and procedures. The woodcarver’s table had Iris and Rich
Zimmerman and other experts freely sharing projects and advice. The cabinet makers were represented by Norm
Bald and Ben Nawrath. They displayed and demonstrated several jigs and sleds. Jean Piotrowski was showing some
eager learners the intricacies of woodburning. Corey Tighe demonstrated the incredible finish he achieves with 800grit sanding and a single coat of Odie’s Oil.
The heavily attended round robin rewarded all present with information and expert advice. Congratulations and
thanks to all of the participants.
Meeting Adjourned.

EDITOR’S NOTE:
Mike Luciano picked up the gauntlet and ran with it. Which only makes us all want more. So send in your pizza
reviews; your hardware store reviews, you local restaurant reviews. Note there are no Saw and Tell photos this
mionth, since I didn’t get any (that’s me harrumphing in print).
My hint this month ends my two parter on quick veneering hints. Joe Bottigliere has promised one for next
month, but why let so few have all the fun? Send in your hints. Or even you quesitons, because the answer can
become a hint in the future (and given our Club, one quesiton will lead to a minimum of four different
answers).
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ACtTIVE MILITARY PERSONNEL _____

2019 MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
Complete this application by clearly printing the information requested in the spaces below, and returning this
form, along with your check by Feb. 1st in the amount of $60.00 to:
Joe Bottigliere
1238 Church Street
Bohemia, NY 11716
Checks should be made out to the Long Island Woodworkers
NAME:________________________________________________________________________
Address:_______________________________________________________________________
City:___________________________ State:_______________ Zip Code:__________________
Telephone:_______________________________________________________________________
E- Mail Address:__________________________________________________________________
EMERGENCY Contact Telephone # :_________________________________________________
Primary woodworking interest:______________________________________________________
What have been your expectations of the club?__________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Have these expectations been met? (How?):_____________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
Do you feel your skill level has Improved?: _____________________________________________
OTHER COMMENTS / SUGESTIONS:
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Your membership includes full access to all official SIGs!
CABINETMAKERS; CARVERS; SCROLLERS; TURNERS
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J

ohn Moloney passed away Jan 14, 2019 at age 87. He was survived by his wife Joan, 6 children, and 7 grandchildren. John
was a long time Smithtown resident who built his own house. For
the Show, he was the personal greeter and first person everyone
met when they entered. He served in the Air Force in Alaska,
taught math at Port Jefferson High School, was a master beekeeper and member of the Long Island Beekeepers Club.
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BOB WOOD

LICFM

D

ue to inclement weather, the attendance was a fifth of the usual numbers, but for those who attended, the
meeting was useful. These minutes report what was discussed and presented.

Harry Slutter mentioned that Lie Nielsen will be at Harry’s shop on Friday, March 22nd from 10 - 6 and on Saturday,
March 23rd from 10 - 5.
Attending for the first time was Bob Hildebrand, who is looking to improve his skills and design. At the Feb. 6th
general meeting Bob showed “vine-shaped” wood he used for chair legs. Another new member, Joe Mayday, makes
English Period Furniture. He is looking to upgrade his pieces through critique. Joe brought mock ups of parts of
his furniture which he uses to see how the finished item will look.
Don Daily’s Tips of the Month was on finding a board’s center and middle. For center finding, Don uses a narrow
piece of wood with three evenly spaced holes large enough to accommodate two dowels and a pencil. The pencil is
placed in the center hole and the two dowels ride on opposite sides of the piece. For example, by dragging the jig
across the edge of a board one will be able to mark the exact center. Don also showed the group how to use a trisquare and its 45-degree angle to find the middle of a plank. To find the center of a circle, Don uses a speed square
in combination with a framing square.
Harry uses a router base to find the center of a board in a technique that is similar to Don’s stick with dowels and
pencil.
For “Show and Tell,” Bill Leonhardt showed a cartridge and blade that was from his Saw Stop in which the blade hit
Bill’s measuring tape. Ed Dillon showed a jig he made for a flag box. Barry Saltsberg made a cabinet for his new
lathe. Barry made the cabinet using the wood from the crate that the lathe came in.
The rest of the evening was spent discussing topics for the upcoming meetings. Ben is hoping to involve more and
different presenters. Some of the topics were clamping challenges, shop layout, and sketching and drafting.
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TURNER’S GUILD

BARRY SALTSBERG

Bob Urso started the meeting with a plea for new demonstrators. We have the same people doing the demonstrations, and we know there are many others who are capable. We need them to step up.
SHOW AND TELL
Joe and Matt Reardon showed a bottle stopper.
Bob Urso had a “Brady bowl;” 2 French rolling pins; one in maple and (I think) walnut; the other in maple with red
vinyl Valentine’s Day decorations done by his wife, Pam. He also had 3 in-progress rolling pins in padauk, canary
and poplar.
Gary Mayhew had 2 walnut platters
.
Marty Platt had a quilted cherry bowl on a base with turquoise fill; a black locust wing bowl with turquoise fill; and
another black locust bowl with malachite fill; all with wipe-on poly finish.
Barry Saltsberg showed a walnut earing/ring stand; a sassafras bowl with the outside scorched (shou sugi ban) and
rubbed with liming wax; a Norfolk Island Pine vase; and a walnut platter with the rim decorated by a friend from
the “other” club.
UPCOMING SHOWS
March 1 and 2 - Meadowlands
March 30 and 31 - Totally Turning in Saratoga
RAFFLE
The winners were Jim Maloney and Barry Saltsberg
.
PROGRAM
The program was French rolling pins, demonstrated by Bob. The challenge to making them is to get the 2 sides with
the same taper. Bob marked the center and the limits of the central flat, and worked down to the ends. He demonstrated doing it with a spindle roughing gouge and a skew chisel. He noted that the skew is the best tool to use, but
is challenging to master. After his demonstration, Bob invited others to try it, and a few brave souls responded.
Thank you, Bob.
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HINT OF THE MONTH

Veneered marquetry, as we now know it, dates to either the Roman Period (maybe), but was definitely known in 16th
century Florence and Naples. Veneer tape might actually date that far back, I don’t know. It’s used today, a lot. I
have two different kinds - perforated for gluing sheets together and solid for marquetry. Both types need to be
moistened to work. One note on that: use distilled water. In other words, don’t use tap, don’t use spring water, and
for all it’s worth, don’t use spit. It’s veneer tape, not a postage stamp.
If you have a small amount to do, then just ripping or cutting the tape and moistening it with a sponge or rag will
work fine. Once you go all out, or have a complex piece of marquetry, you don’t have the time for that technique,
you just want to keep working. The solution is a veneer tape dispenser. It holds the large reel of paper tape, it moistens the tape and it cuts it to length. Sounds complex enough that you might want to buy one. I thought about it,
but there are few on the market. Vacuum Pressing Systems sells one that holds two rolls at the same time (solid and
perforated), all for the tiny sum of $195 (plus tax and shipping). Joe Woodworker has a single roll dispenser for
$71.90 (discounted from $95.50!). The third main source, Constantine’s, doesn’t even sell one. And if Amazon has
it, it’s hard to find.
Scott Grove had a better solution and I learned it from him. Using some MDF and Masonite scraps, coupled with
a plastic straw, I made one. If you count the fact that screws had to be supplied, I guess the cost is about $1 or maybe
half that. I lost the sponge I had in the little plastic cup, but when I need it, I’ll just cut one from a kitchen sponge.
Daryl Rosenblatt
The base is scrap MDF, the “cutter, “
which has a space in the top to slide
the tape through with my finger is
whatever 1/4” scrap you have on
hand, and it’s shimmed up by some
veneer a bit thicker than the tape.
The spacer/pressure roller is a screw
covered by a plastic straw.

The cup holding the
sponge (which is missing)
is cut down from a plastic
cup. The bevel on the
“cutter” is there to make
sure the tape tears where I
want it.
The top “roller” is bent
because I dropped the jig.
It still works fine.
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PUZZLE

MICHAEL R. MITTLEMAN

Solution to January
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PIZZERIA REVIEW

MIKE LUCIANO

The gauntlet has been thrown. Leonardo’s of Massapequa sells the best, most delicious pizza. The variety is vast
and the taste is pure Italian. All of the specialty pizzas, shown below, are available by the slice. In addition, there
are some very special daily selections available, depending on the chef ’s mood.
Leonardo’s has been in business at their present address since 1995. Well worth the trip, ample parking. My favorite
is prosciutto with caramelized onions. Many patrons insist that the house pizza is the pizza lovers favorite.
Need I say that the pizza is made with authentic imported Italian ingredients? Italian cheeses, San Marzano tomatoes and Italian olives are a few of the items that are used to create the most delicious satisfying pies. True, the
ambiance is not great, but one does not go to a pizzeria to admire the wallpaper or pictures of the Grand Canal.
I could go on but I do not have the literary skills to describe the pure enjoyment of eating a Leonardo pizza. You
must let your taste buds experience the joy.
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